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LAMELLO DETACHABLE INTERLOCKING CONNECTOR SYSTEM
MAKES RTA CONSTRUCTION VIRTUALLY SEAMLESS
KINGSTON, MA ⎯ New Clamex® S-18 biscuit shaped connectors from Lamello allow users to create
nearly invisible Ready To Assemble (RTA) connections. Made from rugged fiberglass reinforced plastic,
with a new metal cam lever, Clamex S-18 can join any miter angle quickly and easily. The Clamex S-18’s
metal lever provides a strong interlocking connection for more frequent installations and disassemblies.
The Clamex S-11 with plastic lever offers a strong interlocking connection that is suitable for pieces with
fewer assemblies.
With only one cut, the Lamello Classic C3 biscuit joiner with special cutter will produce the perfect
groove for Clamex connectors. Clamex both connects and levels out, no clamping is required. Clamex
also works with other biscuit joiners by making two separate plunges/cuts to form an 8 mm slot. There is
no risk of torsional movement, even if only one Clamex connector is used.
Clamex S-18 connectors are a versatile joining element that can be used in any miter degree for aesthetic
solutions in RTA furniture, cabinets, displays, room dividers, fixtures, and more. Components made with
the Clamex system are stackable because there are no protruding parts in the surface.
Clamex S-18 connector systems are distributed exclusively in the U.S. by Colonial Saw Company. They
are available in 18-pair blister packs and bulk packaging.
Lamello U.S.A. is a division of Colonial Saw Company, Inc., the exclusive importer of Swiss-made
Lamello specialty tools, biscuits, and biscuit joiners for over 40 years. Lamello products are available
from authorized dealers throughout the USA. Lamello invented the biscuit joining system in the early
1950s, and today the company is a world-famous industrial manufacturer of wood joining technology and
tools. For over half a century, Colonial Saw Company has delivered uncompromising performance and
value, along with one of the most comprehensive and responsive after-sale customer support programs in
the American woodworking machinery industry.
For more information, contact Karl Frey, Lamello Product Manager, Colonial Saw, Inc., 845 Milliken Ave.,
Suite F, Ontario, CA 91761, TEL: (909) 390-5465, FAX: (909) 390-5470, kfrey@csaw.com,
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